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Cues signaling threat attract attentional resources based on their inherent 

stimulus significance, which may be at the cost of processing task-related information. 

Of central importance is how the visual system resolves competition for processing 

resources among stimuli differing in motivational salience. The experiments conducted 

here were designed to specifically analyze inter-individual differences regarding the 

extent and time course of distraction effects for participants with self-reported high fear 

of snakes, compared to low fear individuals, and to quantify levels of competition in 

visual cortex using electrophysiology. To examine processing of specific fear cues at 

the level of lower-tier visual cortical processing, we employed steady-state visual 

evoked potentials (ssVEPs), which measure the amplitude of neural activity elicited by a 

task-relevant stimulus flickering at a known rate; competition by a distractor is measured 

as an attenuation of the task-evoked processing. Results support the hypothesis that 

emotionally arousing cues compete for limited resources at the level of the visual cortex, 

and further provide a foundation for future research investigating visuocortical trade-off 

effects in high fear individuals.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

In a constantly changing environment, observers are flooded with a barrage of 

sensory information, of which only a subset can be processed in depth. The 

combination of high throughput sensory traffic and limited capacity results in a daunting 

computational challenge for the visual system. In an environment in which multiple 

stimuli are competing for attentional resources, the visual system is unable to fully 

process each object in parallel and therefore institutes competition for neural 

representation. Attention leads to a prioritization of information that is most relevant to 

the behavioral goal at hand, while simultaneously suppressing distracting information 

(James, 1890; Desimone and Duncan, 1995; Knudsen, 2007).   

Many studies have demonstrated competition effects in recordings from visual 

neurons, which display pronounced cost effects when multiple stimuli, preferred and 

non-preferred, occupy their receptive fields (Reynolds, 1999). Only a subset of incoming 

information is processed in the visual cortex, highlighting the need for a selection 

mechanism that resolves competition and enables access of relevant information to 

limited capacity systems. One dominant view described by Desimone and Duncan 

(1995), is biased competition, in which the allocation of attention to competing 

representations is influenced, and ultimately determined by, a combination of stimulus 

properties (such as intensity and saliency) and attentional top-down signals, which can 

bias competition toward stimuli that are important for behavior (Desimone and Duncan, 

1995; Reynolds and Heeger, 2009). In this vein, emotionally arousing stimuli have been 

hypothesized to automatically attract attentional resources based on inherent stimulus 

significance, resulting in optimized sensory processing. Of central importance is how the 
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visual system resolves competition for processing resources among stimuli differing in 

motivational salience, and in particular, the ways in which emotionally arousing stimuli 

may lead to interference with competing cues. Here, the term ‘processing resources’ 

refers to the engagement of macroscopic populations of visual neurons: thus, in 

discussing competition for attentional ‘resources’ there is the exchange of a 

metaphorical currency for a biological one (see also Franconeri et al., 2013).  

Cues that signal threat or reward automatically attract attentional resources 

based on their inherent stimulus significance, optimizing their processing in sensory 

systems (Bradley, et al., 2003), which may be at the cost of processing concurrent 

information (Ihssen et al. 2007). Empirically, task-irrelevant appetitive and aversive 

stimuli (as distractors) interfere with a variety of perceptual and cognitive tasks 

(Schimmack and Derryberry, 2005) suggesting that they are powerful competitors for 

limited capacity. Evidence for distraction by the presence of emotional stimuli in the 

visual domain comes from a broad base of behavioral, physiological, electrocortical, and 

neuroimaging studies (Müller et al., 2008; Öhman et al., 2001; Sabatinelli et al., 2005; 

Shafer, et al., 2012; Wangelin et al., 2011; Wieser et al., 2012).   

A number of different theories have attempted to explain why certain stimuli 

attract attention without instruction. For instance, Mather & Sutherland’s (2011) arousal 

biased competition theory suggests arousal modulates the strength of (i.e., biases) 

competing mental representations beginning in perception and continuing into memory 

consolidation. Early models of emotion proposed a biphasic organization of motive 

systems associated with either preservative or protective reflexive behaviors (Konorski, 

1967), and were considered to be the behavioral basis of emotions. More recent 
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theoretical advances of emotion and attention are rooted in theories highlighting the role 

of emotional stimuli as action cues, prompting preparation of the organism for action 

(Frijda, 1986). An extensive body of work by Lang and colleagues (Lang et al., 1990) 

has examined behavioral and physiological responses during affective picture 

processing assessing the theoretical view that expressed emotions are founded on 

evolutionarily old motivational circuits in the brain that developed to ensure the survival 

of an organism. This body of research has shown that emotional stimuli attract attention 

involuntarily, resulting in prioritized responses to survival-relevant information when 

measured with physiological, electrocortical, or neuroimaging indices (for a review, see 

Lang and Bradley, 2010).  

In fact, attentional biases toward threatening information have been implicated as 

an important factor in the etiology and maintenance of disorders in the fear and anxiety 

spectrum (Becker et al., 2001; see Bar-Haim et al., 2007 for review). Many theoretical 

models of anxiety implicate maladaptive visuo-spatial attentional processing of 

fearrelated information in the onset and maintenance of symptoms.  In anxious 

individuals, for example, attention to threatening information is highly prioritized over 

neutral or positive information and has been established in many studies (e.g., Öhman 

et. al, 2001; Sabatinelli et. al, 2005). Much of the research investigating the extent to 

which threatening information affects attentional resource allocation has been 

interpreted in terms of hypervigilance-avoidance, which posits that perception of threat-

relevant stimuli in anxious individuals is characterized by initial hypervigilance and 

subsequent defensive avoidance (Mogg et al., 1997). However, more recent findings 

have been mixed (e.g., Bögels and Mansell, 2004; Wieser et al., 2009).  
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Paralleling the results of hemodynamic imaging (Sabatinelli, 2007) and 

electrophysiological (see Bradley, Keil and Lang, 2012 for review) studies, there has 

been evidence that the steady-state visual evoked potential (ssVEP; Regan, 1989) 

shows a similar modulation when processing emotional content, compared to neutral 

(Müller et al., 2008). For example, in an overlapping stimulus display, Müller et al. 

(2008) observed a reduction in ssVEP amplitude to flickering (7.5 Hz) dots when 

pleasant and unpleasant pictures served as distractors, compared to neutral. To 

examine processing of specific fear cues at the level of lower-tier visual cortical 

processing, we employed steady-state visual evoked potentials, which measure the 

amplitude of neural activity elicited by a task-relevant stimulus that is flickering at a 

known rate; competition by a distractor can therefore be measured as an attenuation of 

the task-evoked processing. Because ssVEPs possess high signal-to-noise ratios and 

excellent psychometric reliability, they may be particularly suitable for studying 

individual differences in terms of perception or attention, for instance differences 

between high and low fearful individuals. For example, using the ssVEP, Wieser et al. 

(2012) observed a prominent visual competition effect for threatening faces observed 

only in individuals with high social anxiety. An additional advantage of ssVEPs is that 

they are readily converted to a time-varying measure of neural population activity in 

visual cortex, providing an opportunity to quantify the time course of competition for 

processing resources in a neurophysiologically meaningful way (Müller et al., 2008). By 

studying the time-varying ssVEP amplitude for distractors and task arrays separately, it 

is possible to assess fluctuations in visual cortical engagement both within and between 

high and low fearful individuals, and across conditions.  
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Capitalizing on the strengths of this approach, two experiments were designed to 

address a) the extent and time course of task-evoked ssVEP amplitude modulation to 

emotional compared to neutral distractors, and b) inter-individual differences regarding 

both the time course and the neurophysiological locus of distraction effects seen in 

observers high in snake fear. Task-relevant stimuli were moving dots, flickering at 8.57 

Hz, which moved randomly or with brief intervals of coherent motion; in both 

experiments, the participants’ task was to detect coherent motion of the flickering dots. 

Distractor pictures were presented in the background of the moving dot display (i.e. 

overlapping) and included snake pictures, as well as emotionally arousing content 

depicting erotica and violence, and control pictures.   

We expected to replicate previous findings (e.g., Müller et al., 2008) of 

attenuated ssVEP amplitude for the moving dot task when emotional, compared to 

neutral, pictures served as distractors (Experiment 1). Thus, for instance, we predicted 

that both high and low fear individuals will show reduction of ssVEP amplitude when 

pictures of violence are presented as distractors. If anxious individuals show an 

attentional bias toward fear-relevant stimuli, we expected ssVEP amplitude to show 

more attenuation when snake pictures served as distractors, compared to pictures of 

violence, whereas the opposite pattern was expected for non-fearful participants.   

Experiment 21 was designed to examine the extent to which the reduction of the 

task-evoked ssVEP signal when emotional (specifically snakes in Experiment 2b) stimuli 

serve as distractors is accompanied by enhancement of the visual processing of the 

                                            
1 Experiment 2 has been divided into two separate chapters to discuss general competition effects in low 

fear participants (Experiment 2, Chapter 3) and competition effects of fear-relevant stimuli in high fear, 

compared to low fear, participants (Experiment 2b, Chapter 4).   
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emotional stimulus. To this end, both the task-relevant dot stimulus (8.57 Hz) and the 

distractor stimuli (12 Hz) were assigned specific frequencies (“frequency-tagging”) to 

examine whether emotionally arousing, specifically fear-relevant distractors in 

Experiment 2b, “withdraw” processing resources from the foreground detection task.   

Recent work investigating competition between two simultaneously presented 

stimuli has resulted in two distinct patterns of attentional resource allocation: Studies 

supporting trade-off (resource-sharing) accounts of attention have demonstrated 

costeffects associated with task-relevant and task-irrelevant stimuli, where emotionally 

arousing distractors are processed at the cost of the competing task-relevant stimulus 

(Hindi Attar et al., 2012; Wieser et al. 2012). Alternately, Wieser et al. (2011) observed 

additive effects of attention, in which an increase in ssVEP amplitude when individuals 

high in social anxiety viewed angry faces did not interfere with the electrocortical 

processing of a spatially separated concurrent face. Thus, additional attentional 

resources are recruited which are not at the cost of a competing stimulus. It is important 

to note, however, that the majority of literature reporting additive effects of attention has 

been demonstrated in paradigms in which the stimuli have been spatially separated 

(e.g., Keil et al., 2005; Wieser et al., 2011), whereas trade-off effects have been 

reported in spatially overlapping paradigms (e.g.; Müller et al., 2008; Hindi Attar et al., 

2012).   

In line with recent literature demonstrating a trade-off between task and spatially 

overlapping distractor stimuli when viewing unpleasant distractors in healthy subjects 

(Hindi Attar et al., 2012), we predicted reciprocal amplitude effects in the snake-fearful 

group. Specifically, we expected attenuation of the dot-evoked ssVEP amplitude when 
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emotional, compared neutral, pictures served as distractors, as reflected by enhanced 

ssVEP amplitude to the flickering emotional distractors. Thus, a decrease in ssVEP 

amplitude to the flickering dot stimulus (8.57 Hz) and subsequent increase in ssVEP 

amplitude to the flickering background stimulus (12 Hz) would support a trade-off effect 

of attention. Under a competition hypothesis, we expected ssVEP amplitude to show 

greater attenuation to the moving dot task and a greater reciprocal increase in ssVEP 

amplitude to the flickering background picture when emotional, compared to neutral 

pictures served as distractors (Experiment 2), and for this effect to be enhanced for 

participants in the high fear group when the fear-relevant stimulus (snake) served as the 

distractor (Experiment 2b).  
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CHAPTER 2 
SUSTAINED COMPETITIVE BIASES TO VISUAL SNAKE FEATURES: 

HYPERVIGILANCE WITHOUT AVOIDANCE  

For several decades, clinical and translational research has examined the role of 

heightened attention to fear-related stimuli (hypervigilance) in patients diagnosed with 

disorders of fear and anxiety (Öhman and Mineka, 2001). Hypervigilance, or attentional 

bias to threat cues, has been implicated as an important factor in the etiology and 

maintenance of disorders in the fear and anxiety spectrum (Becker et al., 2001; see 

Bar-Haim et al., 2007 for review). Recently, training procedures have been developed 

building on these findings, and have demonstrated that reducing hypervigilance has 

been effective in reducing symptom report in anxiety patients (Amir, et al., 2009; 

McNally, 2007). Studies investigating the mechanisms mediating hypervigilance have 

consistently found heightened sensitivity to visual features associated with specific 

phobic objects in paradigms as diverse as categorical perception and visual search 

(Kolassa et al., 2007a; Straube et al., 2007; Lipka et al., 2011; see Heeren et al., for 

review).   

Alternatively, a hypervigilance-avoidance hypothesis of fear processing (e.g., 

Mogg et al., 1989; Mathews, 1990;) posits a sequence in which initial hypervigilance is 

subsequently followed by perceptual avoidance of the fear-relevant stimulus in 

observers high in trait anxiety. Evidence of fear-related avoidance (Bögels and Mansell, 

2004) has been less consistently found but has been most robust in studies of eye 

tracking (Mogg et al., 2000, Garner et al., 2006). For instance, Wieser at al. (2009) 

presented angry, happy, and neutral faces to students characterized by high or low fear 

of negative evaluation and found that high fear participants initially looked more at 

emotionally arousing faces than to neutral faces (hypervigilance), but that this pattern 
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reversed in the second half of the viewing period (avoidance). Similarly, Pflugshaupt 

and colleagues (Pflugshaupt et al., 2005) demonstrated that compared to controls, 

observers with spider phobia initially fixated at locations closer to spiders, but 

subsequently fixated at locations further away from spiders.   

Another approach to quantify attentional processing across time is to examine 

attention at the level of the visual cortex: To assess hypervigilance-avoidance patterns 

of attention on the level of lower-tier visual cortical processing, we employ the steady-

state visual evoked potential (ssVEP), which has favorable properties for exploring the 

mechanisms by which fear-related content impairs concurrent task processing on the 

level of sensory registration. In Experiment 1, we examined the extent to which 

individual differences in self-reported fear of snakes modulates ssVEP amplitude across 

an interval in which fear-relevant images serve as distractors. Task-relevant stimuli 

were moving dots, flickering at 8.57 Hz, which moved randomly or with brief intervals of 

coherent motion; the participants’ task was to detect coherent motion of the flickering 

dots. Distractor pictures were presented in the background of the moving dot display 

(i.e. overlapping) and included snake pictures, as well as emotionally arousing content 

depicting erotica and violence, as well as control pictures. We expected to replicate 

previous findings of attenuated ssVEP amplitude for the moving dot task when 

emotional, compared to neutral, pictures served as distractors. Thus, for instance, we 

expected both high and low fear participants to show reduction of ssVEP amplitude 

when pictures of violence were distractors.   

Of central importance was ssVEP task-evoked amplitude when snake pictures 

served as distractors: we expected ssVEP amplitude to show more attenuation than 
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pictures of violence for snake fearful participants, whereas the opposite was expected 

for low fear participants. To test hypotheses regarding whether hypervigilance and/or 

avoidance are supported by a direct neural index of time-varying visual cortical 

engagement, the following predictions were made: If sustained hypervigilance in the 

presence of the fear cue presentation characterizes phobic processing (Kolassa et al., 

2007; Wieser et al., 2011; Wieser et al., 2012), the data would indicate reduced ssVEP 

amplitude for dots superimposed over snake pictures that persists across the 

presentation interval for high fear participants. Alternatively, a hypervigilance-avoidance 

hypothesis predicts that an initial reduction in ssVEP amplitude for dots appearing over 

fear-relevant stimuli for high fear participants will be followed by enhanced ssVEPs, 

indicating perceptual avoidance.   

Method  

Participants 

Forty-one female right-handed undergraduate students at the University of 

Florida provided written consent following the guidelines proposed by the University of 

Florida’s Institutional Review Board and received either course credit or compensation 

(20 USD) for their participation. All participants were screened for photic epilepsy. Half 

of the sample was selected based on a prescreening inventory given to 561 

undergraduate students participating in the Introduction to Psychology course: Students 

scoring within the top 15% on the 30-item snake fear questionnaire (SNAQ; Klorman et 

al., 1974) were contacted and recruited into the high fear group. Participants in this 

group scored well above the 85th percentile in the SNAQ (mean 20.58, SD 3.53, 85th 

percentile for female students = 17). The remaining participants were unselected and 

reported normal levels of snake fear (SNAQ mean = 6.31, SD = 3.78). All participants 
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included in the final analysis performed the coherent motion detection task at a minimal 

level of 60% or better (average: 72.9% correct, range: 61.68-98.3% correct), which is 

consistent with accuracy thresholds used in similar paradigms employing a challenging 

motion detection task (Müller et al., 2008; Hindi Attar et al., 2010). Three of the forty-one 

students participating in the experiment performed the task at less than 60% correct, 

and were excluded from the final analysis. The data from thirty-eight participants (age 

range: 18-25, mean age: 18.8) with normal to corrected-to-normal vision were included 

in the final analysis. Due to incomplete responses from three participants, stimulus 

rating data was included only for thirty-five participants. 

Stimuli and Procedure 

Stimuli were presented centrally on a 23-inch Samsung SyncMaster SA950 LED 

monitor, set at a resolution of 1680 x 1050 with a refresh rate of 120 frames per second 

(i.e., 8.33 ms refresh interval). Erotic couples, neutral people at work, and mutilated 

human bodies composed the pleasant, neutral, and unpleasant stimulus categories, 

respectively. To evaluate individual differences between participant groups with respect 

to snake fear, snake pictures were added to the unpleasant stimulus set. Categories of 

kitten (pleasant) and cow pictures (neutral) were included to provide animal content as 

an added control for the snake pictures. Accordingly, each hedonic (distractor) content 

included a human and an animal category (pleasant: erotica, kittens; neutral: people at 

work, cows; unpleasant: mutilation, snakes), with 20 pictures in each subset totaling to 

120 pictures.  

Pictures were selected from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS; 

Lang et al., 1997) based on normative valence and arousal ratings using the Self 

Assessment Manikin (SAM; Bradley and Lang, 1994) 9-point scale. Additional images 
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were selected from the public domain to complete balanced human and animal picture 

categories. Valence and arousal ratings for neutral pictures from the IAPS were 6.28 

and 4.15, for pleasant 7.01 and 5.84, and for unpleasant images 2.84 and 5.9, 

respectively. All stimuli were controlled for visual complexity, measured as jpeg size, 

and were matched for luminance using scripts from the MATLAB® image processing 

toolbox. Luminance was then measured for the entire screen using a Gossen 

(Nürnberg, Germany) luminance meter and was 80.02 cd/m2 on average. Picture stimuli 

were circular in nature, and were cropped and adjusted such that the defining element 

of each picture was positioned at the center of a circle (see Figure 2-1).   

Each trial began with a 1 second presentation of an IAPS image with individual 

pixels scrambled, to avoid contamination of the ssVEP with transient responses to the 

luminance gradient created by stimulus onset. Next, a total of 150 yellow dots (each 0.3 

x 0.3 degrees of visual angle) were superimposed upon the scrambled image for 2917 

ms. The scrambled background picture was then replaced by either a pleasant, neutral, 

or unpleasant picture which remained on the screen for the duration of the trial (5834 

ms; Figure 2-1). All picture stimuli were grayscale pictures subtending a viewing angle 

of 6.9° at a viewing distance of 170 cm. Dots were distributed randomly across pictures 

and flickered at a rate of 8.57 Hz. Background images and the overlapping flickering 

dots remained inside the circle (6.9° visual angle) at all times.  

The yellow dots were “on” for 6 frames and “off” for 8 frames. All dots remained 

in continuous motion throughout the trial and each dot changed its position by 0.04 

degrees in a random direction with every ssVEP cycle (i.e. 8.57 times/sec). In a random 

subset of 50% of the trials, 100% of the dots moved coherently in the same direction 
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(target), and participants were instructed to respond to coherent motion events with a 

mouse click, as quickly and as accurately as possible. Coherent motion of the targets 

occurred in one of four diagonal directions (45°, 135°, 225°, 315°) at random. In an 

effort to produce a difficult and demanding detection task, coherent motion lasted for 

only 4 successive cycles of 8.57 Hz (i.e., 466.64 ms). Targets occurred unpredictably 

once (in 58 of the 120 trials) or twice (in 4 of the 120 trials) in a given trial, with the 

remaining 58 trials consisting of random movement of the dots. The first possible 

coherent motion event was at 1169 ms (i.e., 10 cycles) after stimulus onset and the last 

coherent motion event was at 7000 ms (i.e., 60 cycles). Targets occurring during the 

scrambled image were not included in the behavioral analysis. Trials with dual targets 

were inserted to ensure attention was directed to the task for the entire duration of the 

trial, and such trials were not included in the final analysis. As a result, only single-target 

or no-target trials occurring during picture presentation were included in the final 

analysis. Participants were instructed to click the mouse as soon as coherent motion 

was detected. Each trial lasted for 9751 ms, with inter-stimulus intervals randomly 

varying between 3000 and 5000 ms. Fixation was facilitated by presenting a white 

fixation dot at the center of the screen (i.e. circle).   

Prior to the experiment, all participants completed the SNAQ and performed 15 

practice trials to become familiar with the stimulation and task. In the training session, 8 

of the trials contained a target (coherent motion of the flickering dots), with one of those 

targets being a double target. Following the experiment, participants rated each of the 

120 affective picture stimuli used in the experiment in pseudo-randomized order on the 
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dimensions of affective valence and arousal, using a paper and pencil version of the 

SAM. 

EEG Recording 

Electrophysiological data were collected from the scalp using a 257-sensor net 

(EGI, Eugene, OR). Scalp impedance for each sensor was kept below 60 kΩ, which is 

recommended for this high input impedance amplifier (200 mΩ input impedance, see 

Keil et al. 2014). The EEG was collected continuously with a sampling rate of 250 Hz 

(16-bit resolution) and were band-pass filtered online in the 0.1–90 Hz frequency range 

using a hardware elliptical filter. The vertex electrode (Cz) was used as the recording 

reference. Further processing and filtering was performed offline.  

EEG Reduction and Analyses 

Continuous data were low-pass filtered offline at a frequency (3dB point) of 40 Hz 

(12th order Butterworth filter with 24 dB / octave roll-off implemented in MATLAB®) prior 

to segmenting. Single epochs of 9200 ms in length (400 ms pre- and 8800 ms post-dot 

onset) were then extracted from the continuous EEG signal. Using the artifact rejection 

procedure proposed by Junghöfer et al. (2000) trials with artifacts were identified based 

on the distribution of statistical parameters of EEG epochs (absolute value, standard 

deviation, maximum of the differences) and were extracted across time points and 

channels. Sensors contaminated with artifacts were replaced by statistically weighted, 

spherical spline interpolated values, and a maximum of 25 channels was set for 

interpolation. Trials with spatially concentrated bad sensors were excluded as well, as 

these would invalidate interpolation for approximated sensors (see Junghöfer et al., 

2000, for a more detailed description). As a result, each of the six picture conditions 

retained an average of 14 trials (SD = 0.28), which did not differ by condition (p > 0.59). 
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To the extent that the signal of interest (the ssVEP) is concentrated in one specific 

frequency band, previous work has established that stable estimates of the time varying 

ssVEP amplitude are possible with trial counts between 10 and 20 (e.g., Keil et al., 

2003; Wieser et al., 2011). To ensure satisfactory signal quality, we submitted each 

participants’ data to the circular T-square statistic (Mast and Victor, 1991), which 

formally tests the temporal stability of the entrained brain signal at a given driving 

frequency. To this end, the entire ssVEP viewing epoch for each experimental condition 

was segmented in non-overlapping epochs containing 4 cycles each, and then 

submitted to the circular T-square algorithm. This algorithm can be used to test for the 

presence of an evoked signal at the frequency of interest, taking both phase and 

amplitude information into account. All participants included in this study showed 

reliable (defined as p < 0.05 for the Chi-square distributed circular T-square at site Oz 

and its nearest neighbors) evoked oscillations at the driving frequency. This suggests 

satisfactory signal-to-noise ratios with the trial counts available in this experiment. 

Steady-state Visual Evoked Potential Analyses 

Artifact-free epochs of the voltage data were averaged for the six picture 

distractors, by group. Time-varying amplitude at the stimulation frequency of 8.57 Hz 

was extracted by means of a Hilbert transformation of the time-domain averaged data 

using in-house MATLAB® scripts: Data were filtered with a 10th-order Butterworth band-

pass filter having a width of .5 Hz around the center frequency of 8.57 Hz. Then the 

time-varying amplitude was extracted as the complex conjugate of the band-pass 

filtered signal and the Hilbert-transformed analytic signal, for each time point. Data were 

then temporally smoothed applying a linear moving average, with a window length of 
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420 ms, corresponding to the time resolution of the time-varying amplitude, which was 

421 ms full width at half maximum of the filter's impulse response.  

Statistical Analyses: Behavioral data and SAM ratings 

The percentage of correctly identified targets (hits) and false alarms were 

calculated for each distractor condition and participant. Button presses occurring after 

150 ms post-target onset (coherent motion) were accepted as correct detections. False 

alarms were calculated as the percentage of trials in which a response was made (e.g., 

clicking the mouse) in the absence of a coherent motion target. Behavioral sensitivity, a 

measure of detection sensitivity (Macmillan and Creelman, 2004), was calculated by 

subtracting the number of false alarms from the number of hits for each condition 

comparison. Differences among conditions were evaluated by means of omnibus 

repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) that included distractor hedonic 

content (pleasant, neutral, unpleasant), semantic category (humans, animals) and 

fearfulness (high snake fear, low snake fear). SAM ratings were averaged across 

participants for each of the six picture conditions by fearfulness, and were tested using 

planned comparisons (paired t-tests) separately for valence and arousal.  

Statistical Analysis: ssVEP time course 

Permutation-controlled t-tests for each sampling point and scalp location were 

conducted to assess the time course of ssVEP amplitude using the sample-by-sample 

data which has the best temporal resolution for assessing time-varying ssVEP 

amplitude. In these analyses, t-tests were calculated at each EEG sensor and sampling 

point for each distractor, which compared ssVEP amplitude between high snake fear 

and control participants. Significance thresholds for each comparison were calculated 

by computing 500 electrode by time point matrices of t-tests based on random 
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permutations of the existing data, i.e., with group membership shuffled.  The statistic for 

each topography and time point entered a reference distribution, whose 2.5% tails 

served as the criterion for statistical significance (see McGinnis and Keil, 2011 for a 

similar procedure). Comparisons reaching significance (as determined by the 

permutation corrected t-tests) indicated scalp locations and sampling points at which the 

high fear group was significantly different from the control group, for each condition 

separately.   

To assess the full factorial statistical model of the mixed design of the present 

study, and to complement time course analyses, ssVEP amplitudes were averaged in 

an occipito-parietal cluster of electrodes including Oz and its 24 nearest neighbors (EGI 

sensors: 116-119 123-127 135-139 147-150 157-159; see Figure 2-2), resulting in 

posterior regional mean amplitudes. These amplitudes were then subjected to a z-

transformation to address inter-individual variability in amplitude. To evaluate 

modulations in ssVEP amplitude for different distractors, ssVEP amplitude was deviated 

from a baseline period (-1500-300 ms pre-stimulus onset) in four time windows following 

picture onset (T1: 380-1100 ms, T2: 1100-2100 ms, T3: 2100-3100 ms, T4: 3100-4100 

ms).  These time windows were selected based on visual inspection of the data, and to 

capture the temporal dynamics related to ssVEP amplitude modulation of background 

distractors, across the viewing epoch. The initial 700 ms time window was selected to 

capture immediate effects related to picture onset (expected based on earlier research; 

Müller et al., 2008), and was followed by three 1000 ms time windows selected to 

sample any effects related to sustained picture viewing. A linear mixed model analysis 

(implemented in SPSS ©) was conducted with fixed effects of distractor (pleasant, 
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neutral, unpleasant), semantic category (human, animal) and time, and subject as a 

random variable, nested within fear group.   

For effects involving repeated measures, the Huynh-Feldt procedure was used to 

correct for violations of sphericity.   

Results  

Behavioral data and SAM ratings 

Performance on the coherent motion detection task was affected by the hedonic 

properties of the distractor (F1,33 = 4.33, p = 0.017), with a significant quadratic trend in 

behavioral sensitivity indicating that, compared to neutral distractors, emotionally 

engaging pictures (both pleasant and unpleasant) prompted poorer performance (F(1, 

36) = 5.411, p = 0.024; see Figure 2-3).  

As expected, high fear participants rated pictures of snakes as more unpleasant 

(t33 = 3.89, p < 0.0001) and more arousing (t33 = 2.99, p = 0.005) than did low fear 

participants. High fear participants also rated pictures of erotica (t33 = 2.28, p = 0.03) 

and mutilation (t33 = 3.23, p = 0.004) as slightly more unpleasant than did the low fear 

participants, and rated pictures of mutilation (t33 = 2.29, p = 0.03) as more arousing, 

than did low fear participants.  

ssVEPs 

The flickering dots in the task-relevant stream reliably evoked steady-state 

responses at the expected frequency of 8.57 Hz, as illustrated in Figure 2-2, with the 

greatest overall ssVEP amplitudes across all experimental conditions occurring for 

sensor Oz and its nearest neighbors. The grand mean time-varying energy of the signal 

over occipital sensors as quantified by the Hilbert transform is shown in Figure 2-4. As 

illustrated in Figure 2-5, permutation t-tests conducted on each individual sampling point 
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(critical value of t = 2.8 at the pperm < 0.05; dashed line) identified when ssVEP 

amplitudes were statistically different between high and low fear participants for each 

distractor type. As illustrated in Figure 2-5, high fear participants differed significantly in 

ssVEP amplitude from the low fear group only when snake pictures served as 

distractors, and this difference persisted across the distractor interval. Differences in 

ssVEP amplitude between high fear participants and low fear individuals were most 

pronounced later in the distractor interval, which is inconsistent with a hypothesis of 

initial vigilance followed by avoidance.  

A mixed model linear analysis assessed differences in ssVEP amplitude as a 

function of the background distractor for each group. Significant modulation of ssVEP 

amplitude varied as a function of distractor, F(2,828) = 18.4, p < 0.0001, semantic 

category, F(1, 828) = 3.9, p = 0.048 and time, F(3,828) = 4.9, p = 0.002.  Replicating 

previous research, over all distractor contents, dot-evoked ssVEP amplitudes were 

attenuated when emotionally evocative (either pleasant or unpleasant), compared to 

neutral pictures, served as distractors (Pleasant vs. Neutral, p = 0.002; Unpleasant vs. 

Neutral, p < 0.0001; Figure 2-6).   

These main effects were qualified by a three-way interaction of distractor, 

semantic category, and fearfulness, F(2,828) = 6.5 , p = 0.002, indicating that ssVEP 

amplitude was differentially modulated as a function of distractor content and semantic 

category for high and low fear participants. Follow-up tests of this interaction assessed 

effects of fearfulness and semantic category separately for each distractor type. Most 

importantly, a significant interaction of fearfulness and semantic category, F(1, 252) = 

12.3, p = 0.001 indicated that for high fear participants, snake distractors prompted a 
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larger reduction in ssVEP amplitude compared to mutilation distractors (t18 = 2.15, p = 

0.045), as illustrated in Figure 2-7. The low fear group did not show this difference, t < 

0.6, n.s. For pleasant pictures, as expected, high and low fear participants did not differ 

in their pattern of ssVEP modulation as a function of distractor, p > .3. For neutral 

pictures, a significant interaction of fearfulness and semantic category F(1, 252) = 4.7, p 

= 0.03 indicated that pictures of people at work showed slightly less ssVEP reduction 

than cows (p = 0.056) for high fear participants. Means for pleasant and neutral 

category comparisons can be found in Table 2-1.  

Discussion 

Experiment 1 investigated the extent to which ssVEP amplitude and the 

associated time course of visual competition was modulated by task-irrelevant fearful 

stimuli and a foreground task.  For all participants, a reduction in ssVEP amplitude for 

task-related stimuli was found when task-irrelevant, but emotionally arousing distractors 

were present, consistent with previous studies (e.g., Müller et al., 2008; (Hindi Attar et 

al., 2010; Müller et al., 2008)). This supports the notion that emotionally arousing cues 

compete for limited resources at the level of the visual cortex (Keil et al. 2005; Hajcak et 

al., 2013). Importantly, for participants reporting high levels of snake fear, the reduction 

in task-related ssVEP amplitude was greatest when snakes served as distractors, even 

when compared to other aversive content. In addition, there was no evidence that initial 

hypervigilance shifts to perceptual avoidance later in the interval for high fear 

participants. Rather, the reduction in task-evoked ssVEP amplitude was most 

pronounced later in the distractor interval, consistent with sustained hypervigilance.   

Preferential and sustained cortical processing of fear-relevant cues in the 

absence of avoidance has been demonstrated in several studies assessing attentional 
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capture by phobia-relevant stimuli (McTeague et al., 2011, Wieser et al., 2011, Wieser 

et al., 2012), whereas patterns of hypervigilance-avoidance have been less consistent, 

and most robust in eye-tracking studies (Pflugshaupt et al., 2005; Wieser et al., 2009). 

To the extent that ocular control is a complex mechanism which involves widespread 

cortical communication along with coordinated activity in several cortical and subcortical 

structures (Sommer and Wurtz, 2008), it is conceivable that a dynamic sequence of 

hypervigilance and avoidance is specific to eye movements. Importantly, oculomotor 

data do not inform on covert shifts of attention, whereas the ssVEP technique is 

sensitive to covert attention processes, providing a potential explanation for sustained 

hypervigilance in the absence of avoidance in studies using the ssVEP.  

Previous studies examining competition effects in healthy observers have shown 

that modulation of perceptual arousal begins around 400 ms after stimulus onset and 

persist for a few hundred milliseconds (Müller et al., 2008).  This parallels the pattern of 

ssVEP amplitude modulation demonstrated by the low fear group in the present 

experiment (see Figure 2-4, right). Group differences between anxious and non-anxious 

observers, however, emerged later in the viewing epoch. These differences in ssVEP 

amplitude began 1100 ms after picture onset, and reliably indicated that the greatest 

amplitude reduction occurred specifically in the snake condition for fearful observers, an 

effect that persisted as long as the fear-relevant image remained on screen. Thus, while 

all participants showed early sensitivity to distraction, only snake fearful observers 

displayed sustained interference, induced specifically by the snake pictures. This finding 

is consistent with work by Wieser et al. (2012), who observed a prominent visual 

competition effect for threatening faces, observed only in individuals with high social 
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anxiety. Specifically, these authors found that participants high in social anxiety showed 

diminished visual engagement for task stimuli that were superimposed on an angry, but 

not neutral or happy faces, which was maintained throughout the viewing period (~3000 

ms). Thus, automatic attentional bias toward a threatening stimulus seems to reliably 

persist as long as the threat stimulus remains visible.      

In the clinical and translational research literature, hypervigilance in the context 

of fear-relevant cues is seen as dysfunctional attentional and perceptual processes that 

may cause or contribute to the maintenance of phobias (McNally, 2007). Thus, objective 

and quantitative measures of selective attention to threat have important applications in 

diagnosis and treatment of anxiety disorders (Bögels and Mansell, 2004; Amir et al., 

2009) as well as other disorders that involve the dysregulation of affective processing 

(Kemp et al., 2004; Donaldson et al., 2007). To the extent that the ssVEP technique 

employed here is sensitive to electrocortical modulation related to inter-individual 

differences (e.g., differential amplitude modulation of a fear-relevant stimulus in a fearful 

participant versus a control), applications in the clinical research arena are conceivable: 

In assessment, these methods could be used to objectively identify patients with 

dysfunctional attentional resource allocation to fear-related stimuli. In addition, inter-

individual differences in the time course of hypervigilance versus perceptual avoidance 

could be a novel way to assign patients to individualized treatment and in predicting 

treatment outcome. Specifically, modulatory responses of distraction by or interference 

of fear-related stimuli over the course of treatment may be examined and quantified 

using the ssVEP, which may have implications for therapeutic treatments aiming to 

direct attention away from a threat cue. It should be noted that replication of these 
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findings in a clinically anxious population is an essential next step before this measure 

may be used as a reliable diagnostic tool. However, previous studies assessing 

emotional reactivity to fear-relevant stimuli have found significant differences using both 

fMRI (Sabatinelli et al., 2005) and EEG  (Wieser et al., 2012) in sub-clinical populations. 

In future research, anxiety patients diagnosed with small animal phobia may aid in 

supporting and generalizing these findings.  

In conclusion, the results from Experiment 1 provide support for the hypothesis 

that task-irrelevant but emotionally engaging stimuli act as strong competitors, 

interfering with the visual processing of a concurrent task stimulus. For high fear 

participants, task-evoked ssVEP reductions were larger when fear cues served as 

distractors, compared to other aversive content, and compared to low fear participants.  

Moreover, the attenuation of task-evoked ssVEPs when fear cues were present in the 

array was sustained across the temporal interval for participants reporting high snake 

fear, consistent with a hypothesis of sustained hypervigilance.  
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Table 2-1. Mean ssVEP amplitude (change from baseline) for pleasant (erotica, cat) 
and neutral (work, cows) distractors for high and low fear participants. 

 Fearfulness 

Semantic Category Low fear High fear 

Erotica -0.15 (0.09) -0.32 (0.06) 
Cats -0.24 (0.09) -0.30 (0.07) 
Work  0.09 (0.08) -0.20 (0.08) 
Cows -0.12 (0.08) -0.15 (0.07) 

Note: Parentheses denote the standard error of the mean.  
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Figure 2-1.  Time sequence for a single trial: intervals of coherent motion could occur 

between 1169-7000 ms (target window, gray box) post-stimulus onset. Each 
trial lasted 9751 ms with a variable 3-5 second inter-trial interval. 
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Figure 2-2.  A) Grand average time domain of the ssVEP signal averaged across all 

stimulus conditions and participants, plotted at sensor Oz. B) top: Grand 
average topographical distribution of ssVEP amplitude across all participants 
and conditions in the time window between 2200 and 4200 ms (red box) after 
stimulus onset. B) bottom: Grand average of the frequency spectra across all 
participants and conditions, demonstrating a reliable peak at the driving 
frequency of the flickering dots, 8.57 Hz. C) Representation of electrode 
placement; sensors used in the cluster analyses are highlighted by red 
circles.  
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Figure 2-3.  Group averages of behavioral performance (hits – false alarms) for high 

fear (dark gray) and low fear (light gray) participants for pleasant, neutral, and 
unpleasant distractor contents.  
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Figure 2-4.  Hilbert transformed data for high and low fear participants for all conditions, 
averaged over a cluster of occipito-parietal electrodes; averaged amplitudes 
were calculated for sequential 600-ms time bins. The light gray panel 
indicates presentation of the flickering dots and scrambled image (2900 ms 
before stimulus onset) and the dark gray panel indicates simultaneous 
presentation of the flickering dots and the background image (total duration of 
5800 ms). Note different scales. 
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Figure 2-5.  Permutation corrected waveforms for unpleasant (left), neutral (center), and 
pleasant (right) conditions. The critical value for conditions reaching 
significance at the pperm = 0.05 level is indicated by the dotted black line (t = 
2.8). Conditions above the significance level indicate group differences. The 
time scale refers to the simultaneous onset of the dots and the background 
picture (dark gray box). 
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Figure 2-6.  Mean ssVEP amplitude (calculated as the change from baseline) averaged 

across high and low fear participants, for pleasant, neutral, and unpleasant 
distractors. 
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Figure 2-7.  Mean ssVEP amplitude (calculated as the change from baseline) for 

mutilation and snake categories for high fear (dark gray) and low fear (light 
gray) participants. 
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CHAPTER 3 
COMPETITION EFFECTS OF EMOTIONALLY AROUSING DISTRACTORS ON A 

CONCURRENT TASK 

An interesting question prompted by the results of Experiment 1 is the extent to 

which the reduction of the task-evoked ssVEP signal when emotionally arousing stimuli 

serve as distractors is accompanied by enhancement of the visual processing of those 

stimuli, resulting in a trade-off of attention. The ssVEP offers a unique solution to 

address hypotheses concerning the relative amount of cortical processing of 

concurrently presented stimuli: when two stimuli flickering at different rates are 

simultaneously presented in an overlapping spatial array, the electrocortical signature of 

the processing of each separate stimulus can be calculated and separated in the 

frequency domain, providing a continuous measure of visual resource allocation to a 

specific stimulus amid competing visual cues. Frequency tagging, then, allows 

researchers to quantify responses to multiple visual objects separately, and as a result, 

is ideally suited for the investigation of competition between objects simultaneously 

present in the field of view.   

To examine whether attention involves inhibition in addition to enhancement of 

cortical neural responses to sensory input, Chen et al., (2003) used 

magnetoencephalography (MEG) to measure frequency-tagged steady-state visual 

evoked responses of two superimposed images. The authors concluded that the power 

of the MEG signal could be either increased or decreased depending on the attention 

condition, even when the visual input remained unchanged. Although these results 

could not definitively establish inhibitory mechanisms of attention, they served as a 

basis for the discussion of possible trade-off effects of attention as quantified by the 

ssVEP. Importantly, Keitel et al. (2010) have demonstrated that competition in 
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frequency-tagging paradigms is not limited to a specific range or combination of 

frequencies. A growing body of research investigating competition in visual cortex 

converges to suggest that there may be strong biases toward a target stimulus resulting 

in a relative loss of neural signal to competing stimuli in a given location or across time 

(Müller and Hübner, 2002; Wang, Clemenz, and Keil, 2007; Müller, Andersen, Keil, 

2008; Hindi Attar, Andersen, Müller, 2010; Hindi Attar and Müller, 2012).   

It is well established that the ssVEP is modulated by the emotional content of a 

visual stimulus (Keil et al., 2003) and increases with attention (Müller et al., 1998; Keil et 

al., 2008). Thus, frequency-tagging of both task-relevant and distractor stimuli 

represents a promising avenue for examining hypotheses regarding the allocation of 

attentional resources to stimuli differing in motivational salience.  

Experiment 2 was designed to assess potential competition effects of attention 

related to processing emotionally arousing distractors in a frequency-tagging paradigm. 

If emotionally arousing distractors capture and hold attentional resources, then the time 

varying amplitude of the ssVEP evoked by the motion detection task is expected to 

show significant reduction when viewing emotionally arousing, compared to neutral, 

distractors. If emotionally arousing distractors do indeed “withdraw” processing 

resources from the detection task, we predict an increase in ssVEP amplitude to the 

emotionally background distractors (at the cost of the flickering dot stimulus), supporting 

a trade-off effect of attention.  

Methods 

Participants 

Twenty-three female right-handed undergraduate students at the University of 

Florida provided written consent following the guidelines proposed by the University of 
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Florida’s Institutional Review Board and received either course credit or compensation 

(20 USD) for their participation. All participants were screened for photic epilepsy. 

Participants included in the final analysis performed the coherent motion detection task 

at a minimal level of 60% or better (average: 75.9% correct, range: 61.1-94.6% correct). 

The data from twenty-three participants (age range: 18-27, mean age: 19.2) with normal 

to corrected-to-normal vision were included in the final analysis, with the exception of 

three students who performed the motion detection task at less than 60% correct, and 

were excluded only from the behavioral analysis. Due to incomplete responses from 

four participants, stimulus-rating data was included for nineteen participants. 

Stimuli and procedure    

Experiment 2 was designed to examine the extent to which the reduction of the 

task-evoked ssVEP signal when emotional stimuli serve as distractors is accompanied 

by electrocortical enhancement of the emotional stimulus. To this end, we have 

frequency-tagged both the task-relevant dot stimulus (8.57 Hz) and the distractor 

stimulus (12 Hz) to examine whether emotionally arousing distractors “withdraw” 

processing resources from the foreground detection task. Task-irrelevant distractor 

stimuli were identical to the IAPS images used and described in Chapter 2 for 

Experiment 1. For the present experiment, the six distractor contents described in 

Experiment 1 were collapsed across pleasant (erotica and cats), neutral (people at work 

and cows) and unpleasant (human mutilation and snakes) distractor contents, with 40 

pictures in each combined semantic category of picture distractors totaling to 120 

pictures.  

Each trial began with a 1 second presentation of an IAPS image with individual 

pixels scrambled, to avoid contamination of the ssVEP with transient responses to the 
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luminance gradient created by stimulus onset. Next, a total of 150 yellow dots (each 0.3 

x 0.3 degrees of visual angle) were superimposed upon the scrambled image for 1750 

ms. The scrambled background picture was then replaced by either a pleasant, neutral, 

or unpleasant picture which remained on the screen for the duration of the trial (6416 

ms; Figure 3-1). The first possible coherent motion event was at 1170 ms (i.e., 10 

cycles) after onset of the flickering dots and the last coherent motion event was at 7000 

ms (i.e., 60 cycles). Each trial lasted for 10,166 ms.   

The remaining information regarding stimulus presentation and experimental 

procedure was identical to the methods described in Chapter 2 for Experiment 1. 

EEG Recording 

Electrophysiological data were collected in the same laboratory, using the same 

equipment, as Experiment 1. EEG data were collected from the scalp using a 257-

sensor net (EGI, Eugene, OR) for which scalp impedance for each sensor was kept 

below 60 kΩ (see Keil et al. 2014). The EEG was collected continuously with a sampling 

rate of 250 Hz (16-bit resolution) and were band-pass filtered online in the 0.1–90 Hz 

frequency range using a hardware elliptical filter. The vertex electrode (Cz) was used as 

the recording reference. Further processing and filtering was performed offline.  

EEG Reduction and Analyses 

Continuous data were low-pass filtered offline at a frequency (3dB point) of 40 Hz 

(12th order Butterworth filter with 24 dB / octave roll-off implemented in MATLAB®) prior 

to segmenting. Single epochs of 10,500 ms in length (400 ms pre- and 10,100 ms post-

trigger onset) were extracted from the continuous EEG signal. Artifact rejection 

procedures were identical to those implemented in Experiment 1. Each of the three 

distractor contents retained an average of 14.48 trials (SD = 0.46), which did not differ 
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by condition (p > 0.93). As in Experiment 1, all participants included in Experiment 2 

showed reliable (defined as p < 0.05 for the Chi-square distributed circular T-square at 

site Oz and its nearest neighbors) evoked oscillations at the driving frequency, 

suggesting satisfactory signal-to-noise ratios with the trial counts available in this 

experiment. 

Steady-state Visual Evoked Potential Analyses 

Artifact-free epochs of the voltage data were averaged for each of the three 

picture distractors. Time-varying amplitude at the stimulation frequencies of 8.57 Hz 

(dots) and 12 Hz (pictures) was extracted by means of a Hilbert transformation of the 

time-domain averaged data using in-house MATLAB® scripts: Data were filtered with a 

10th-order Butterworth band-pass filter having a width of .5 Hz around the center 

frequency of 8.57 Hz and 12 Hz for the dot and picture conditions, respectively. Then 

the time-varying amplitude was extracted as the complex conjugate of the band-pass 

filtered signal and the Hilbert-transformed analytic signal, for each time point. Data were 

then temporally smoothed applying a linear moving average, with a window length of 

400 ms, for the data between 2000-10100 ms. 

Statistical Analyses: Behavioral data and SAM ratings 

The percentage of correctly identified targets (hits and correct rejections) was 

calculated for each distractor condition and participant. Mean target detection rates 

were calculated for early (1580-4284 ms) and late (4290-7000 ms) time windows to 

assess changes in behavioral performance during early versus late periods of the 

picture-viewing epoch. Only trials in which a coherent motion event occurred during the 

simultaneous presentation of a background distractor were included in the early-late 

analysis (see Figure 3-1); double targets and targets occurring during the scrambled 
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period were omitted. Behavioral performance was first evaluated by means of omnibus 

repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with distractor (pleasant, neutral, 

unpleasant) and time (early, late) as factors, and followed by planned comparisons 

(paired t-tests). SAM ratings were averaged across participants for each of the three 

picture conditions, and were tested using planned comparisons separately for valence 

and arousal. 

Statistical Analysis: ssVEP time course 

ssVEP amplitudes were averaged in an occipital cluster of electrodes including 

Oz and its 12 nearest neighbors (EGI sensors: 117 118 125 126 127 136 137 138 139 

147 148 149 150), resulting in occipital regional mean amplitudes (Figure 3-2).  

To evaluate modulation of the ssVEP signal across time, ssVEP amplitude was 

deviated from a baseline period (2000-2600 ms) in three time windows following picture 

onset (T1: 3200-4400 ms, T2: 4600-5800 ms, T3: 6000-7800 ms).  These time windows 

were selected based on visual inspection of the data, and to capture the temporal 

dynamics related to ssVEP amplitude modulation across the viewing epoch. The initial 

1200 ms time window was selected to capture immediate effects related to picture onset 

(expected based on the results of Experiment 1 and findings from previous research, 

e.g., Müller et al., 2008), and was followed by two additional time windows selected to 

sample any effects related to sustained picture viewing.  

Coherent motion detection (dot) task 

Initial analyses were conducted for each of the flickering stimuli in isolation to 

assess ssVEP amplitude modulation of the task-relevant dot stimulus and task 

irrelevant picture stimulus with respect to the hedonic content of the distractor stimulus. 
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For the flickering dot task, a repeated measures ANOVA was conducted with distractor 

(pleasant, neutral, unpleasant), and time (baseline, T1, T2, T3) as factors. 

Picture Distractors 

A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted for the flickering picture stimulus 

with distractor (pleasant, neutral, unpleasant), and time (baseline, T1, T2, T3) as 

factors. Paired t-tests were used to follow up significant interactions. 

Competition analysis 

To quantify neural competition between the flickering dot and picture stimuli, a 

competition index was calculated that represented the difference in ssVEP power 

measured for the flickering dot task and picture distractor. The mean ssVEP amplitudes 

were averaged across participants for each distractor content and each time point, and 

was deviated from the baseline separately for the driving frequency associated with the 

dot task and the distractor picture. For the coherent motion task, this measure was 

typically negative (i.e. less power than when no picture distractor was present); for the 

picture distractor, this measure was typically positive (i.e. more power than for the 

scrambled (baseline) picture). Thus, by adding the absolute values of these two 

measures, this competition index estimates the total difference in steady state power 

between the flickering dot task and picture distractors.   

 These measures were analyzed in a repeated measures ANOVA with factors of 

distractor (pleasant, neutral, unpleasant) and time window (T1, T2, T3). Significant 

effects were followed by repeated measures ANOVAs retaining the factor of distractor, 

conducted separately for each time point. Effects in those models were followed by 

paired samples t-tests.  
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For all effects involving repeated measures, the Huynh-Feldt procedure was 

used to correct for violations of sphericity.  

Results  

Behavioral data and SAM ratings 

Interference of emotionally arousing background pictures on the coherent motion 

detection task was reflected in the behavioral performance data, as illustrated in Figure 

3-3. Behavioral performance was significantly worse for early versus late occurrences of 

coherent motion events (Time, F(1,19) = 13.31, p = 0.002). Task performance was also 

significantly worse for pleasant (t19 = 2.63, p = 0.017) and neutral (t19 = 2.84, p = 0.011) 

distractors occurring in the early time window, compared to the late time window. 

However, performance was not significantly different between early and late time 

windows for unpleasant stimuli (t < 1.5, n.s.), suggesting that while participants were 

better able to identify periods of coherent motion later in the viewing period for pleasant 

and neutral conditions, unpleasant pictures consistently interfered with behavioral 

performance throughout the duration of the trial.  

Using the 9-point SAM scale, participants rated unpleasant (t18 = 7.62, p < 

0.0001) and pleasant (t18 = 5.87, p < 0.0001) distractors as significantly more arousing 

compared to neutral distractors. There was no significant difference in arousal ratings 

between pleasant and unpleasant distractors (t < 1.6, n.s.). Valence ratings differed 

significantly between each distractor content (t18 = 4.61 [neutral vs. pleasant], t18 = 11.42 

[neutral vs. unpleasant], and t18 = 14.45 [pleasant vs. unpleasant], p < 0.0001 for all 

comparisons), with unpleasant pictures being rated as most unpleasant. 
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ssVEPs 

The flickering dot task and picture distractors reliably evoked steady-state 

responses at the expected frequencies of 8.57 Hz and 12 Hz, respectively, with the 

greatest overall ssVEP amplitudes across all experimental conditions occurring for 

sensor Oz and its nearest neighbors (Figure 3-2, A). The grand mean time-varying 

energy of the signal over occipital sensors as quantified by the Hilbert transform is also 

shown in Figure 3-4 for both the dot and the picture stimuli.  

Coherent motion detection (dot) task 

The task-relevant flickering dot stream was affected by the hedonic content of the 

distractor stimulus (Distractor Content, F(2,44) = 3.507, p = 0.039), with a significant 

quadratic trend indicating that emotionally arousing distractors (both pleasant and 

unpleasant), resulted in a reduction in ssVEP amplitude to the flickering dots (F(1,22) = 

7.926, p = 0.01), compared to neutral distractors (Figure 3-5, gray circles). The ssVEP 

amplitude of the flickering dot stimulus was also affected by time (F(3,66) = 5.373, p = 

0.012), for which an overall reduction in ssVEP amplitude was observed during the 

picture viewing interval, compared to the baseline segment.  

Picture distractors 

The ssVEP amplitude of the task-irrelevant flickering picture stream increased 

reliably across time (F(3,66) = 6.263, p = 0.01) and was modulated by the content of the 

flickering distractor (Time x Distractor (F(6,132) = 3.233, p = 0.005)). This interaction 

was driven by significantly smaller ssVEP amplitude for pleasant distractors compared 

to unpleasant distractors (t22 = 3.312, p = 0.003) in the first time window (T1, 3200-4400 

ms; Figure 3-5, black squares). No other comparisons reached significance (t < 1.832, 

n.s.).  
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Competition analysis 

A repeated measures ANOVA assessed differences in ssVEP amplitude relative 

to baseline. Figure 3-4 (inset) illustrates that, when the distractor picture was present, 

ssVEP amplitude decreased for the flickering dot task (left panel) and increased for the 

flickering picture distractor (right panel; Tagged Stimulus, F(1,22) = 5.3, p = 0.031), 

demonstrating the expected suppression of ssVEP amplitude for the motion detection 

task and reciprocal enhancement of ssVEP amplitude to the flickering distractor, 

compared to baseline (scrambled image).  A three-way interaction of tagged stimulus 

(dot, pictures), distractor content and time (F(6,132) = 2.385, p = 0.032), indicated that 

ssVEP amplitude varied as a function of both distractor type and tagged stimulus, 

across the presentation interval.   

The three-way interaction was therefore followed by analysis of the competition 

index, which quantified the visual cortical activity evoked by each of the two concurrent 

flickering stimuli (see Table 3-1). The ANOVA confirmed main effects of distractor 

content (F(2,44) = 6.366, p = 0.004) and time (F(2,22) = 121.168, p < 0.0001). Follow 

up ANOVAs revealed a main effect of distractor content in both T1 (F(2,44) = 4.839, p = 

0.016) and T2 (F(2,44) = 4.932, p = 0.012) time windows (Figure 3-6); there was no 

difference at T3 (F < 1.86, n.s.). In T1, the main effect of distractor was due to greater 

competition for unpleasant (t22 = 3.130, p = 0.005) compared to neutral distractors 

(pleasant was not different from neutral, t < 1.5, n.s.). The greatest amount of 

competition was observed in T2, where both pleasant (t22 = 2.675, p = 0.014) and 

unpleasant (t22 = 2.612, p = 0.016) distractors resulted in greater levels of competition 

between the two flickering stimuli, compared to neutral distractors. As illustrated in 

Figure 3-6, these competition effects, which are largest when a reduction in ssVEP 
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amplitude to the flickering dot stimulus is accompanied by an increase in ssVEP 

amplitude to the distracting picture stimulus, suggest a trade-off of attentional 

processing resources that change across time and are modulated by emotional content. 

Discussion 

Experiment 2 was designed to investigate the extent to which a reduction of the 

task-evoked ssVEP signal when emotionally arousing stimuli serve as distractors is 

accompanied by a reciprocal electrocortical enhancement of the emotional stimulus, as 

afforded by frequency-tagging. The pattern of ssVEP amplitude modulation 

demonstrated here is consistent with the results of Experiment 1 and previous literature 

(e.g., Müller et al., 2008; Hindi Attar et al., 2010), reporting a reduction in ssVEP 

amplitude to the task-relevant stream while emotionally arousing pictures were 

presented as distractors.   

Competitive effects of the overlapping dot and picture stream revealed cost 

effects for the motion detection task when unpleasant pictures were presented as 

distractors in the time window between 3200-4400 ms, where an increase in ssVEP 

amplitude to the flickering picture stimulus was at the cost of (i.e., a reduction in) ssVEP 

amplitude to the flickering dot stimulus (Figure 3-5, T1 interval). Cost effects were 

generalized to all emotionally arousing content during the second time window, between 

4600-5800 ms, where the greatest amount of competition was evident for conditions in 

which pleasant and unpleasant pictures, compared to neutral, served as distractors.  

Competition between emotionally arousing pictures and moving dots began 

almost immediately after picture onset (450 ms post-picture onset) and persisted for an 

additional 2600 ms. This temporal pattern is consistent with the findings from Wieser et 

al. (2012), who demonstrated a sustained perceptual bias toward threatening faces in 
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observers with social anxiety. In line with published literature in healthy observers (Hindi 

Attar et al., 2010; Müller et al., 2008), interference by emotional distractors was also 

reflected in poorer behavioral performance for coherent motion events occurring earlier 

versus later in the trial sequence.  
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Table 3-1. Average ssVEP amplitude values used to calculate competition index. 

 Mean ssVEP Amplitudes  Baseline-corrected Means Competition Index 

Dots, 8.57 Hz         

 BSL T1 T2 T3 Mean BSL T1 T2 T3 
Absolute Deviation 
from BSL T1 T2 T3 

Pleasant 0.63 0.52 0.57 0.56 

0.64 

-0.12 -0.07 -0.07 | Pd + Pp | 0.16 0.18 0.18 

Neutral 0.64 0.57 0.61 0.58 -0.06 -0.03 -0.06 | Nd + Np | 0.12 0.10 0.14 

Unpleasant 0.64 0.51 0.57 0.55 -0.12 -0.07 -0.09 | Ud + Up | 0.21 0.17 0.19 

Pictures, 12 Hz         

 BSL T1 T2 T3 Mean BSL T1 T2 T3     

Pleasant 0.36 0.39 0.47 0.46 

0.35 

0.04 0.11 0.11     
Neutral 0.36 0.41 0.43 0.43 0.05 0.08 0.08     

Unpleasant 0.34 0.44 0.46 0.46 0.08 0.1 0.1     

Note. Average ssVEP amplitude values used to calculate a competition index that quantified how the visual cortical 
activity evoked by the two flickering stimuli interacted for each distractor content and time window. Mean ssVEP 
amplitudes were deviated from the baseline and averaged across participants for each tagged stimulus (dots, pictures), 
distractor content (pleasant, neutral, unpleasant), and time point (baseline, T1, T2, T3). The resulting competition indices 
are plotted in Figure 3-6.
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Figure 3-1.  Time sequence for a single trial: intervals of coherent motion could occur 

between 1169-7000 ms (target window, gray box) post-stimulus onset. Each 
trial lasted 9751 ms with a variable 3-5 second inter-trial interval. Stimuli were 
overlapping, and flickered at 8.57 Hz (dots) and 12 Hz (picture). 
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Figure 3-2.  Grand averaged frequency spectra across all (low fear) participants and 

conditions, demonstrating a reliable peak at the driving frequency of the 
flickering dots, 8.57 Hz and also the flickering pictures, 12 Hz.  
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Figure 3-3.  Behavioral performance is represented as percent correct for early (1580-

4284 ms) and late (4290-7000 ms) coherent motion events occurring during a 
given trial for pleasant (gray), neutral (white) and unpleasant (black) 
distractors.  
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Figure 3-4.  Grand average Hilbert transform (gray waveform) across all stimulus conditions for the flickering dot (left) and 

picture (right) stimuli. Gray boxes indicate the three time windows of interest, including the baseline segment 
(bsl: 2000-2600 ms, T1: 3200-4400 ms, T2: 4600-5800 ms, T3: 6000-7800 ms). Onset of the flickering picture 
stimulus is indicated by the vertical dotted black line (3750 ms). Insets: Average ssVEP amplitude modulation 
for the flickering dot (left) and picture stimuli (right) for pleasant (blue), neutral (black) and unpleasant (red) 
distractor contents, across the four time windows of interest.
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Figure 3-5.  Average ssVEP amplitude for flickering dot (gray circles) and picture (black 

squares) stimuli relative to the baseline by distractor content for each time 
window (T1: 3200-4400 ms, T2: 4600-5800 ms, T3: 6000-7800 ms).  
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Figure 3-6.  Plots of the competition index, which reflects how visual cortical activity 
evoked by the two flickering stimuli was modulated for pleasant (gray), neutral 
(white) and unpleasant (black) distractor contents, across time.  
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CHAPTER 4 
COMPETITION EFFECTS IN HIGH AND LOW SNAKE FEARFUL PARTICIPANTS  

Experiment 2b examines the extent to which the reduction of the task-evoked 

steady-state visual evoked potential (ssVEP) signal when snakes serve as distractors is 

accompanied by enhancement of the visual processing of the snake stimulus in a small 

snake-fearful group, compared to low fear individuals.  

It has been suggested that anxiety enhances sensory sensitivity (Lang, Davis 

and Öhman, 2000) and biases attention toward threatening information (see Heeren et 

al., 2013 for review). The ssVEP, which is known to reliably vary with levels of emotional 

arousal (Keil et al., 2003), has recently been used as a measure to study electrocortical 

processing of anxiety-inducing stimuli in anxious populations. For example, McTeague 

et al. (2011) demonstrated sustained amplitude enhancement for emotional compared 

to neutral faces for high socially anxious observers, using the ssVEP. Wieser et al. 

(2012) used frequency-tagging to examine cost effects of fear-relevant stimuli 

(threatening faces) relative to a change detection task in socially anxious observers. 

Compared to controls, the authors reported a perceptual bias toward the social threat 

cue at the cost of the task stimulus for observers high in social anxiety, an effect that 

persisted throughout the duration of the viewing period.   

Chapter 4 aims to address the extent to which inter-individual differences affect 

ssVEP modulation of a task-evoked ssVEP signal when overlapping fear-relevant 

stimuli serve as distractors. As described in Chapter 3, frequency-tagging was used to 

quantify the relative amount of cortical processing of two concurrently presented stimuli 

by assigning each stimulus a distinct frequency which can later be separated in the 

frequency domain. With this approach, it is possible to a) quantify and separate the 
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visual cortical responses to task- and distractor-evoked steady-state signals, and b) to 

explore possible inter-individual differences related to processing fear-relevant 

distractors in the high fear group.   

In line with the results of Experiments 1 and 2, we expect a reduction in ssVEP 

amplitude to the task-evoked stimulus for all emotionally arousing distractors. Snake 

distractors are expected to elicit sustained attenuation of task-evoked ssVEP amplitude 

in high fear participants, more so than the attenuation prompted by other unpleasant 

arousing content. If emotionally arousing, specifically fear-relevant distractors, do 

indeed “withdraw” processing resources from the coherent motion detection task, we 

predict an reciprocal increase in ssVEP amplitude to emotionally arousing background 

distractors, and expect this effect to be enhanced for snake distractors in high fear 

participants.  

Methods 

Participants 

To explore inter-individual differences with respect to ssVEP amplitude 

modulation, individuals reporting a high level of self-reported snake fear were compared 

to the same group of (low fear) participants described in Experiment 2. Importantly, data 

for both participant groups was collected in an identical fashion (same laboratory, 

paradigm, experimenters, student population and semester).  

High fear group 

Fourteen female right-handed undergraduate students at the University of Florida 

provided written consent following the guidelines proposed by the University of Florida’s 

Institutional Review Board and received either course credit or compensation (20 USD) 

for their participation. All participants were screened for photic epilepsy. Participants 
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included in the final analysis performed the coherent motion detection task at a minimal 

level of 60% or better (average: 80.1% correct, range: 62.59-97.27% correct). The data 

from fourteen participants (age range: 18-20, mean age: 18.3) with normal to corrected-

to-normal vision were included in the final analysis. Stimulus-rating data was included 

for all 14 participants.  

Participants were selected as part of the high fear group based on a 

prescreening inventory given to 830 undergraduate students enrolled in the Introduction 

to Psychology course at the University of Florida: Students scoring within the top 15% 

on the 30-item snake fear questionnaire (SNAQ; Klorman, 1974) were contacted and 

recruited into the high fear group. Participants in this group scored well above the 85th 

percentile on the SNAQ (mean 20.95, SD 2.96, 85th percentile for female students = 

16). 

Low fear group 

Participants included in this group are the same participants included in 

Experiment 2, Chapter 3: The twenty-three female participants included in the final 

analysis performed the coherent motion detection task with rate of 75.9% correct, on 

average (range: 61.1-94.6% correct). The data from twenty-three participants were 

included in the final analysis, with the exception of three students who performed the 

motion detection task at less than 60% correct, and were excluded only from the 

behavioral analysis. Stimulus-rating data was included for nineteen participants. 

The twenty-three participants were also enrolled in the Introduction to 

Psychology course at the University of Florida, and were unselected from the 

undergraduate research participant pool. Participants in the low fear group reported 

common levels of snake fear (SNAQ mean = 5.52, SD = 3.62). 
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Stimuli and procedure    

The aim of this analysis is to assess possible differences in ssVEP amplitude 

modulation with respect to individual differences in self-reported levels of snake fear, 

therefore the unpleasant picture category has been divided into the two picture contents 

of which it is composed: human mutilation and snake pictures. Pleasant and neutral 

picture contents remain collapsed across subcategories of erotica and cats, and people 

at work and cows, respectively, for all proceeding analyses. 

EEG Recording 

Electrophysiological data were collected in the same laboratory, using the same 

equipment, as was used in Experiment 1; The analysis conducted in this chapter is an 

extension of Experiment 2, thus all EEG recording procedures are identical to those 

described in Chapter 3. EEG data were collected from the scalp using a 257-sensor net 

(EGI, Eugene, OR) for which scalp impedance for each sensor was kept below 60 kΩ 

(see Keil et al. 2014). The EEG was collected continuously with a sampling rate of 250 

Hz (16-bit resolution) and were band-pass filtered online in the 0.1–90 Hz frequency 

range using a hardware elliptical filter. The vertex electrode (Cz) was used as the 

recording reference. Further processing and filtering was performed offline.  

EEG Reduction and Analyses 

Data reduction and analysis procedures were identical to those described for 

Experiment 2 in Chapter 3, with the exception of dividing the unpleasant picture 

distractors into semantic categories of human mutilation and snake pictures. Each of the 

four distractor contents retained an average of 14.48 trials (SD = 0.46) for low fear 

participants and 13.63 (SD = 0.14) for high fear participants, which did not differ by 

condition (Low fear: p > 0.93, High fear: p > 0.98) or between participant groups (p > 
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0.96). As in Experiments 1 and 2, all participants included in Experiment 2b showed 

reliable (defined as p < 0.05 for the Chi-square distributed circular T-square at site Oz 

and its nearest neighbors) evoked oscillations at the driving frequency, suggesting 

satisfactory signal-to-noise ratios with the trial counts available in this experiment. 

Steady-state Visual Evoked Potential Analyses 

Artifact-free epochs of the voltage data were averaged for each of the four 

picture distractors. Time-varying amplitude at the stimulation frequencies of 8.57 Hz 

(dots) and 12 Hz (pictures) was extracted by means of a Hilbert transformation of the 

time-domain averaged data using in-house MATLAB® scripts: Data were filtered with a 

10th-order Butterworth band-pass filter having a width of .5 Hz around the center 

frequency of 8.57 Hz and 12 Hz for the dot and picture conditions, respectively. As 

described in Chapter 3, the time-varying amplitude was then extracted as the complex 

conjugate of the band-pass filtered signal and the Hilbert-transformed analytic signal, for 

each time point. Data were then temporally smoothed applying a linear moving average, 

with a window length of 400 ms, for the data between 2000-10100 ms. 

Statistical Analyses: Behavioral data and SAM ratings 

The percentage of correctly identified targets (hits and correct rejections) was 

calculated for each distractor condition and participant. Mean target detection rates 

were calculated for early (1580-4284 ms) and late (4290-7000 ms) time windows to 

assess changes in behavioral performance during early versus late periods of distractor 

picture presentation. Only trials in which a coherent motion event occurred during the 

simultaneous presentation of a background distractor were included in the early-late 

analysis (see Figure 4-1); double targets and targets occurring during the scrambled 

period were omitted.   
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Behavioral performance data were first evaluated for between group differences 

using a repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with distractor (pleasant, 

neutral, mutilation, snakes) and time (early, late) as factors, and fearfulness as a 

between subjects factor. Follow-up comparisons were conducted using independent 

sample t-tests. A second analysis was conducted for fearful and low fear groups 

separately, followed by paired sample t-tests (for each group, separately) where 

necessary. Each of the four picture distractors (pleasant, neutral, mutilation, and 

snakes) retained an average of 4.6 early and 3.6 late trials in high fear participants, and 

4.4 early and 4.1 late trials in low fear participants. Due to the small number of retained 

trials during coherent motion events1 for the early and late conditions, conclusions 

regarding behavioral performance as an effect of time should be interpreted with 

caution.  

Behavioral performance data were also assessed SAM ratings were averaged 

across participants for each of the four picture conditions by fear group, and were tested 

for group differences using independent samples t-tests, separately for valence and 

arousal. 

Statistical Analysis: ssVEP time course 

ssVEP amplitudes were averaged in a large occipital cluster of electrodes 

including Oz and its neighbors (EGI sensors: 101 105:110 113:119 120:130 133:142 

145:153 156:162 165:171 174:178 187; see Figure 4-2, B), resulting in occipital regional 

mean amplitudes. A large cluster of electrodes was selected to account for a small 

                                            
1 Because coherent motion events occurred in only half of the trials per distractor content (the remainder 

of the trials consisted of random motion), there was a maximum of 10 trials (5 early, 5 late) per distractor 

content when coherent motion events were possible.  
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sample size (N = 14) with more between-subject variability. Normalization of the data 

was required to minimize variability (Song and Keil, 2013). As such, the mean ssVEP 

amplitude for each picture distractor was normalized to the neutral condition on a within-

subject basis. 

Between group analysis: Dot stimulus 

A repeated measures ANOVA (implemented in SPSS ©) was conducted with 

distractor (pleasant, neutral, mutilation, snakes) and time (baseline, T1, T2, T3) as 

within subjects factors, and fearfulness (high fear, low fear) as a between subjects 

factor. As the primary interest in this analysis was investigating if ssVEP amplitude 

modulation to the unpleasant distractor varied between participant groups, significant 

interactions were followed with an ANOVA testing unpleasant content (mutilation versus 

snakes) separately for each time window (T1, T2, T3) using a between subjects factor 

of fearfulness. Independent samples t-tests were conducted to follow up differences in 

mean amplitude elicited by snake versus mutilation distractors, between the groups for 

the time points of interest. As such, difference scores (average ssVEP amplitude 

modulation for snake distractors minus average ssVEP amplitude modulation for 

mutilation distractors) were calculated for each time point and group.   

Between group analysis: Picture stimulus 

A repeated measures ANOVA (implemented in SPSS ©) was conducted with 

distractor (pleasant, neutral, mutilation, snakes) and time (baseline, T1, T2, T3) as 

within subjects factors, and fearfulness (high fear, low fear) as the between subjects 

factor to assess varying levels of ssVEP modulation as a function of the flickering 

distractor stimulus.  
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For effects involving repeated measures, the Huynh-Feldt procedure was used to 

correct for violations of sphericity.   

Results  

Behavioral data and SAM ratings 

A main effect of time (F(1,32) = 23.997, p < 0.0001) indicated that behavioral 

performance was significantly worse for target events occurring early versus later in a 

trial. A three-way interaction of time, fearfulness, and distractor content, (F(3,96) = 6.13, 

p = 0.002) was mainly due to behavioral performance when mutilation pictures served 

as distractors, in which low fear participants did not show a difference in performance 

for coherent motion events occurring early versus late in a trial. For all other distractor 

contents, performance was worse for early, relative to late, presentations of coherent 

motion events for both low and high fear participants.  

A repeated measures ANOVA assessing effects of the background distractor on 

detection of early versus late coherent motion events for each group separately resulted 

in a main effect of time for both high fear (F(1,13) = 12.156, p = 0.004) and low fear 

(F(1,19) = 11.022, p = 0.004) participants.   

As expected, high fear participants rated pictures of snakes as more unpleasant 

(t29 = 7.055, p = 0.005) and more arousing (t29 = 5.205, p < 0.042) than did low fear 

participants. For participants in both groups, emotionally arousing pictures were rated 

as more pleasant (for erotica and cats), more unpleasant (for human mutilation and 

snakes), and more arousing than neutral distractors (all p < 0.025).   
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ssVEPs 

The task-evoked steady-state response was reliably evoked at the expected 

frequencies of 8.57 Hz and 12 Hz for the dots and pictures, respectively, for the high 

fear group (Figure 4-2, A; see Figure 3-2, A for the low fear group).  

Between group comparison: Dot stimulus 

For the task-relevant flickering dot stream, ssVEP amplitude was differentially 

modulated between high and low fear participants as a function of distractor content and 

time (Distractor x Time x Fearfulness: F(9,315) = 2.403, p = 0.024; Figure 4-3). 

Unpleasant distractors elicited opposite patterns of ssVEP amplitude reduction for high 

and low fear participants at T1 and T3: a Distractor Content x Fearfulness interaction at 

T1 (3200-4400 ms; F(1,35) = 4.784, p = 0.035) and T3 (6000-7800 ms; F(1,35) = 4.912, 

p = 0.033) indicated that ssVEP amplitude for high fear participants was smaller during 

the T1 time interval when mutilation pictures serves as distractors and smaller during 

the T3 time interval when snake pictures served as distractors, whereas the opposite 

pattern of ssVEP amplitude was observed for the low fear individuals. ssVEP amplitude 

did not differ for unpleasant distractors during T2 (F< 0.36, n.s.).  

Between group comparison: Picture stimulus 

The flickering distractor stream was reliably modulated by the background 

distractor (Distractor, F(3,105) = 3.202, p = 0.03) across time (Time F(3,105) = 14.95, p 

< 0.0001) for both groups, but did not yield any significant between-group differences.   

Discussion  

In Experiment 2b, high and low fear and participants differed only in the way in 

which ssVEP amplitude was modulated by unpleasant distractors during the T1 and T3 

time intervals: For high fear participants, an initial attenuation of ssVEP amplitude when 
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mutilation pictures serve as distractors during T1 was subsequently followed by an 

attenuation of ssVEP amplitude when snakes serve as distractors during T3, whereas 

the opposite pattern of ssVEP amplitude modulation was observed for low fear 

individuals. Although the reduction in ssVEP amplitude to the flickering dots when 

snakes served as distractors was not observed to be greater than the ssVEP amplitude 

reduction observed for all other emotional contents (as in Experiment 1) for the high fear 

participants in Experiment 2b, we did replicate the late (6000-7800 ms) reduction in 

ssVEP amplitude to the flickering dot stream when snakes serve as distractors at T3, 

compared to the other distractor contents. We also observed a temporally sustained, 

albeit modest, reduction in ssVEP amplitude when snakes served as distractors during 

the T1 - T3 time windows for high fear participants, although this reduction in ssVEP 

amplitude was not greater than the reduction elicited by pleasant and mutilation 

distractors, as in Experiment 1. It is important to note that in Experiment 1 (N = 20), the 

observed sustained reduction in ssVEP amplitude was driven mainly by a subgroup of 

participants with the highest levels of self-reported snake fear. Thus, it seems plausible 

that in a smaller sample with an overall lower range of self-reported snake fear 

(Experiment 1, range: 17-28, Experiment 2b, range: 17-24), it may be difficult to 

replicate the robust reduction in ssVEP amplitude observed in Experiment 1 when 

snakes served as distractors.   

Modulation of the flickering picture stimulus was affected by picture distractors 

and time, but in contrast to our hypothesis, no group differences were observed in 

ssVEP amplitude modulation to the flickering picture stimulus.   
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Figure 4-1.  Time sequence for a single trial: intervals of coherent motion could occur between 1169-7000 ms (target 
window, gray box) post-stimulus onset. Each trial lasted 9751 ms with a variable 3-5 second inter-trial interval. 
Stimuli were overlapping, and flickered at 8.57 Hz (dots) and 12 Hz (picture). 
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Figure 4-2.  A) Grand averaged frequency spectra across all (high fear) participants and conditions, demonstrating a 

reliable peak at the driving frequency of the flickering dots, 8.57 Hz and flickering pictures, 12 Hz. B) 
Representation of electrode placement; sensors used in the cluster analyses are highlighted by red circles. 
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Figure 4-3.  Average ssVEP amplitude modulation to the flickering dot stimulus for low fear (left) and high fear (right) 

participants, averaged across distractor contents for pleasant (blue), neutral (black), mutilation (red) and snake 
(green) conditions, across the four time windows of interest (bsl: 2000-2600 ms, T1: 3200-4400 ms, T2: 4600-
5800 ms, T3: 6000-7800 ms). 
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CHAPTER 5 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 

In summary, the results of Experiments 1, 2 and 2b provide further support for 

the hypothesis that task-irrelevant but emotionally engaging stimuli act as strong 

competitors in visual cortex, and effectively interfere with the visual processing of a 

concurrent task stimulus.  These findings are consistent with previous literature, which 

suggests emotionally arousing cues compete for limited resources at the level of the 

visual cortex (Keil et al. 2005; Hajcak et al., 2013). The extent to which competition in 

visual cortex results in trade-off effects of attention was examined in Experiment 2, 

where cost effects were observed from 3200-5800 ms – the first 2600 ms of the picture 

viewing period – for emotional, compared to neutral, distractors. Amplification effects of 

ssVEP amplitude modulation to the flickering distractor stimulus occurred later in the 

viewing epoch for emotional compared to neutral distractors, beginning at 4600 ms and 

persisting for an additional 1200 ms. In all experiments, interference by emotional 

distractors was reflected as a decrease in task performance for all participants when 

emotional, compared to neutral, pictures served as distractors. For participants 

reporting high levels of snake fear, a sustained reduction of ssVEP amplitude to the 

task-relevant stream was observed for high fear participants in Experiment 1, but was 

only replicated in the last 6000-7800 ms of picture viewing in Experiment 2b.   

This series of experiments provides a basis for further investigating the time 

course of competition for attentional processing resources in human visual cortex. 

Building on the results of Experiments 1, 2, and 2b, future research may take advantage 

of the temporal pattern and visuocortical trade-off effects established here to objectively 

identify patients with dysfunctional attentional resource allocation to fear-related stimuli, 
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which may inform therapeutic treatments aiming to direct attention away from a threat 

cue (Amir et al., 2009). 

Emotional Stimuli Act as Strong Competitors for Visual Processing Resources 

Evidence from functional magnetic resonance imaging studies (Kaster and 

Ungerleider, 2000) as well as single-cell recording studies in non-human primates 

(Reynolds and Chelazzi, 2004) provides evidence for modulation of neural activity in 

visual cortex by biasing attention toward stimuli important for current behavioral goals 

(Desimone and Duncan, 1995; Shuler and Bear, 2006). The biased competition 

framework has since been adopted to account for large-scale neural effects of human 

visual attention (Duncan et al., 1997, Desimone, 1998), for which competition for a 

‘limited pool of attentional resources’ has recently been described in terms of 

competition for distinct populations of visual cortical neurons (see Franconeri et al., 

2013), as quantified here using the ssVEP. Experiments 1 and 2 reliably demonstrated 

modulation of task-evoked ssVEP amplitude when emotional compared to neutral 

pictures served as distractors. These findings are consistent with the literature 

suggesting emotionally arousing stimuli receive prioritized processing in sensory 

systems (Bradley et al., 2003) at the cost of concurrently presented information (Keil et 

al., 2005; Ihssen et al., 2007).   

In healthy observers, interference by an emotionally arousing distractor has been 

demonstrated to be relatively early but brief (500-1000 ms; Müller et al., 2008; Hindi 

Attar et al., 2010). While all participants in Experiment 1 showed early sensitivity to 

distraction, participants reporting high levels of snake fear demonstrated the most 

pronounced reduction in task-evoked ssVEP amplitude when snakes served as 

distractors, an effect which was maintained throughout the viewing period (5800 ms). 
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Although an extended viewing period (compared to previously published literature, e.g., 

Müller et al., 2008; Wieser et al., 2012) contributed to a better understanding of the 

temporal dynamics associated with competition of an emotionally arousing distractor, 

Experiment 1 was limited in that perceptual sensitivity was observed only in reference to 

the flickering dots, and thus no reciprocal measure of enhancement or reduction of the 

competing stimulus could be quantified. According to the biased competition model of 

attention (Desimone and Duncan, 1995), preference for motivationally relevant cues will 

be strongest when competing cues overlap in space.   

To this aim, Experiment 2 used frequency-tagging to measure the extent to which 

the reduction of the task-evoked ssVEP signal when emotionally arousing stimuli serve 

as distractors is accompanied by enhancement of the visual processing of those stimuli.  

With respect to stimulus competition, the results of Experiment 2 support the hypothesis 

that emotionally arousing stimuli receive preferential processing and involuntarily 

capture and divert attentional resources away from concurrently presented stimuli. As 

evidenced by the competition indices in Figures 3-3 and 3-4, competition between a 

motion detection task and task-irrelevant emotional distractor appears approximately 

450 ms after onset of the distractor stimulus (T1), and persists for approximately 2600 

ms. Further, Experiment 2 supports the hypothesized trade-off effect of attention 

between task and distractor stimulus, such that a relative decrease in task-evoked 

ssVEP amplitude results in a reciprocal enhancement of ssVEP amplitude to the 

flickering distractor stimulus. Similar findings were observed in a recent study examining 

competition of a threatening stimulus and concurrent task in socially anxious 

participants, where an involuntary perceptual bias toward threatening faces was 
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maintained throughout the viewing period (Wieser et al., 2012). However, we failed to 

observe sustained threat-specific differences in ssVEP amplitude modulation to fear 

cues in our analysis of inter-individual differences, and observed threat-specific 

differences only in the last 1800 ms of the picture-viewing epoch (Experiment 2b). 

Although group differences emerged only for the way in which ssVEP amplitude 

modulation to unpleasant stimuli changed across time, Figure 4-3 illustrates a similar, 

albeit modest, attenuation of task-evoked ssVEP amplitude to the snake distractor in the 

high fear group. However, these results are based on ssVEP amplitude modulation of a 

small snake fearful sample (N = 14), and warrant replication.  

Specificity of the Visuocortical Response to Fear Cues 

Recent approaches to emotional perception suggest that the motivational 

significance, or biological relevance, of emotional stimuli modulates sensory processing. 

The majority of this research has been conducted in the visual domain, where sensory 

responses to stimuli bearing biological importance are facilitated (Shuler and Bear, 

2006) when presented as intense, rare, or unexpected stimuli (Koch and Ullman, 1985). 

It is well established that in anxious individuals, threatening information is highly 

prioritized over neutral or positive information (e.g., Öhman et al., 2001; Sabatinelli et 

al., 2005; McTeague et al., 2011). It is unclear, however, if hypervigilance is specific to 

threat features, or if sensory information is generally amplified when presented in a 

threatening context. It is plausible, for instance, that in an experiment where threatening 

cues are interspersed with non-threatening cues, that a hypervigilant pattern of 

responding is generalized to all incoming stimuli once a threat cue is detected 

(Michalowski et al., 2009). Recent attempts to explore effects of fear on perception have 

utilized electrocortical measures to further understand the stimulus-specificity of 
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neurophysiological markers of hypervigilance. Thus, an interesting question emerges 

regarding the electrocortical response elicited by fear-relevant cues in high fear 

participants: is modulation in visual cortex is specific to the feared stimulus, or 

generalized to all stimuli?  

In a visual search task, Weymar, Keil, and Hamm (2013) recorded event-related 

potentials for observers high or low in spider fear, to examine the extent to which 

specific fear modulates afferent sensory processing in lower-tier visual cortex. 

Enhanced amplitude of the C1, the earliest component of visual processing in primary 

visual cortex, was reliably evoked for high fear participants only. Importantly, modulation 

of the C1 in high fear participants was not specific to spider cues, but was generalized 

to all target stimuli, suggesting an overall enhanced sensitivity to all visual stimuli, 

irrespective of content. A general state of hypervigilance toward all visual stimuli in 

settings in which a threatening stimulus is likely to appear seems to be the first step of 

defensive activation: Michalowski et al. (2009) observed threat-specific responses in 

fearful participants only after an initial period of general hypervigilance in a context in 

which fear-relevant stimuli may exist. The authors demonstrated an overall 

enhancement of the P1 to all emotional stimuli (general hypervigilance) followed by 

enhanced early posterior negativity and late positive potential specific only to fear-

relevant stimuli in the fearful group. This explanation is further supported by the defense 

cascade model (Lang et al., 1997; Fanselow, 1994), which posits that in a context in 

which a threat may occur, an organism displays general hypervigilance to all stimuli in 

the environment, and once a threat is detected, attention is selectively captured by that 

cue, resulting in a shift of attention (and active defensive responding) toward the threat 
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stimulus. Thus, when the possibility exists that a fear-relevant stimulus could appear, 

fearful participants show increased sensitivity to all stimuli, which may in turn amplify 

signals in early visual cortex. Data from the high fear participants in Experiments 1 and 

2b demonstrate a similar pattern of responding to the fear-relevant snake distractor: In 

Figure 2-4, an initial decrease in ssVEP amplitude during the T1 time window is 

observed for all background distractors in the high fear group, and similarly for T1 in 

Experiment 2b (Figure 4-3). This brief decrease (general hypervigilance) in task-evoked 

ssVEP amplitude to all distractors is followed by a subsequent return to baseline 

amplitude for all distractors, with the exception of the snake distractor. These findings 

provide further evidence of an involuntary perceptual bias to fear-relevant stimuli in 

fearful participants, which is supported by notions regarding dysfunctional attentional 

processes in anxious populations (Bar-Haim et al., 2007; Yiend, 2010).   

Perceptual Enhancement of Motivationally Relevant Stimuli in Visual Cortex 

The general findings of the experiments presented in this dissertation are in line 

with the notion that threat cues reflexively activate motivational circuits, leading to 

heightened attention and facilitated orienting to stimuli important for survival (Lang et al., 

1997). These experiments are limited, though, in that there is no direct measure of 

motive system engagement. However, stimulus-rating data have been included for all 

experiments as a proxy of self-reported emotional relevance (e.g., Lang et al., 1993; 

Bradley, 2009; Lang and Bradley, 2010). In this vein, it has been proposed that re-

entrant modulation of the visual cortex is a critical process for enhancing perception of 

emotionally arousing visual stimuli, effected through afferent modulation of occipital 

cortex by anterior cortical and subcortical structures (Lang et al., 1997). As the ssVEP is 

a measure of ongoing stimulus processing in visual cortex, it is likely that the ssVEP 
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may reflect biasing signals of higher-order cortical regions (Kastner and Ungerleider, 

2000), which in turn alter the sensitivity of neurons in favor of features associated with 

emotionally arousing content (e.g., Keil et al., 2012)  

Conclusions 

In sum, the data presented here are consistent with the view that the processing 

capacity of the visual system is limited, and must therefore rely on cues that activate 

motivational systems that inherently capture attention and utilize a greater percentage 

of attention resources at the cost of concurrent stimuli. This pattern is reflected as 

competition in distinct neural circuits, in which re-entrant modulation may lead to more 

effective connectivity among local circuits in the occipital lobe over time (Gruber et al., 

2004), and result in facilitated detection and identification of motivationally relevant 

features (Keil et al., 2003; Moratti et al., 2004; Keil et al., 2007; Keil et al., 2012).  
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